
POLICING ROADS

Traffic policing is not what it was. Today's HGVs
are more likely to be monitored by a camera or the
latest technology rather then a dedicated policeman

Traffic pOlicing has
changed radically

since a young Steve
Rounds, pictured
right, joined the

force 30 years ago

There can't be many people in
this green and pleasant land of
ours who can boast of having
had lunch while seated at a

picnic table laid out in lane three of
the M6, or of driving down that
particular motorway and a significant
number of others the wrong way -
and getting paid for it.

These were two of the many perks
afforded to me during a 30-year
career as one of Her Majesty's Police
Constables specialising in all things
traffic. These highly dedicated and
talented individuals with expert
knowledge across all classes of vehicle
are sadly disappearing faster than a ,
snowball in the Sahara.

Why? Well, it's all down to "change
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management" or "continual
improvement" or whatever the current
buzzwordy money-saving schemes
being forced upon the police service
by our leaders in Whitehall are called.

If you could ever get near a
government minister to ask them why,
they would probably say it's down to
the credit crunch of 2007 - but the rot
really set in after the miners' strike of
1984 which, incidentally, was the year
I joined the police force.

Plodding the beat
Now, I'm not one for swinging the
lamp or donning rose-tinted
spectacles, but when I was a young
bo~~y plodding the back streets of
Birmingham I was turned out of the

nick when I booked on duty and told
not to come back until it was time to
book off. And then only if! had my
soggy gabardine overcoat pockets
stuffed full of a good assortment of
the various forms and tickets I had
completed, as proof of me being of
service to the local community.

Back then, apart from responding to
the urgent jobs, the "service" j. . ,.

provided was down to me. I decided
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where to patrol within the boundaries
of my beat and what level of
intervention I was going to apply to
each incident I encountered. In short,
I was given discretion.

Old ladies were helped across the
street, directions given, found
property received, lost property
recorded, stray dogs rounded up,
truanting children returned to school,
vehicles parked on double yellow lines
moved on, and cups of tea drunk.

It might sound a bit twee but it was
public interaction, seeing but also
being seen. Just being there made a
difference to people and gave them
the opportunity to talk to you and air
their concerns.

Specialist subject
Then there was the actual work of the
day to consider in order to please the
patrol sergeant. It didn't really matter
what your specialist subject was, just
so long as you had one.
And mine was vehicles. If it had

wheels I was your man and the bigger
the wheels, the better.
. Back then, a newly-appointed
constable could specialise in any
number of key areas of policing, such
as dogs, mounted, underwater search,
riot squad, surveillance or any of the
CrD departments - the Regional
Crime Squad and Special Branch
being the most coveted.

For me though, the traffic
department - and in particular the
motorcyclists - stood head and
shoulders above the rest. It wasn't just
the promise of being given a
permanently allocated BMW R80 RT
or, if you were unlucky, a rotary-
engined Norton Interpol; it was the
knowledge these guys packed under
their helmets.

They were specialists, experts even,
and knew all the obscure bits of
legislation that really mattered when
everything ended up in a big pile of
tangled metal and bodies in the road.

Moreover, when I finally transferred
to the traffic department I found the
access to courses and the opportunity

to learn unprecedented, so I set about
getting qualified. I wasn't selective, I
just grabbed courses as they were
offered and eventually ended up as an
advanced vehicle examiner, tachograph,
digital tachograph and drivers' hours
expert, hazchem consultative officer
and prohibitions authorised.

By the mid-'90s I was a one-man
compliance machine, in Vosa terms a
vehicle examiner and traffic examiner
rolled into one.

The key point, however, was that I
wasn't alone. Police forces the length
and breadth of the UK, including my
home force (West Midlands), had
specialist teams of officers just like me
and we communicated.

There were quarterly meetings of
the various consultative groups where
best practice and intelligence was
shared and with, later, the internet and
mobile phones to help us.

All this meant the police were at the
top of their game when it came to
dealing with the bad boys. We knew
who they were and what they were up
to and we were dedicated to
maintaining a level playing field for
the benefit of the compliant operator.

Unfortunately, those were the
halcyon days. Crime reached an all-
time high in 1995 and things started
to change. Crime, particularly
burglary and street-related crime,
became a priority as the country
headed towards a general election in
1997 and resources were diverted to
those key policing battlefields.

Squads disbanded
HGV squads and even entire traffic
departments were disbanded and the
officers repatriated to beat duties in
order to achieve government targets.
The only traffic-related performance
indicators to survive were those that
affected the collision rate, such as
drink-driving, seatbelts, and
dangerous and careless driving.
I managed to see what was coming

down the pipe and jumped ship,
joining the Central Motorway Police
Group (CMPG) working out of Perry

i" They were specialists, experts even, and knew all
the obscure bits of legislation that really mattered when
everything ended up in a big pile of tangled metal' '1

Barr in 2001, at that time the last A familiar face 10
bastion of proper traffic policing left viewers of reality
in the Midlands Region. We shared the TV, Sieve has now
yard with Vosa and did all their hung up his uniform
stopping for them, using our skill,
knowledge and gut instinct to select
vehicles for inspection; and it worked.

A profound effect
I've been careful so far not to get
political, but the change of
government in 1997 had a profound
effect on policing. Not long after my
move to CMPG, we started hearing
about the new "police family" and
how other agencies would be taking
over some aspects of policing.

Vosa got the power to stop its own
. vehicles and the Highways Agency
introduced traffic officers onto the
motorway network to manage
incidents where the powers of a
constable weren't required.

On the face of it, this appears to be
a sensible approach but the end result
has been the wholesale withdrawal of
police from the motorway network in
most parts of the country. Investment
in specialist training for roads policing
officers, as they are now called, has
dwindled to an all-time low and more
reliance is being placed on
technologies such as Automatic
Number Plate Recognition.

These days you'll be lucky to see a
police officer on the motorway and if
you do, a) they'll probably be lost, and
b) they won't even know the basics of
drivers' hours regulations. To them, a
KITAS is something that blows in the
wind on a piece of string and Suzie is
a presenter on Fifth W'heel! •
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